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The Great Credit Race
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Tim McAlpine, Currency Marketing
William Azaroff, Vancity CU
Marquis Boochee, Xceed Financial CU
Josh McAfee, Leaders CU
Damian Jakubczyk, Elevations CU

PROBLEM DEFINITION
It’s easier to get a loan with a bad credit score than with no credit score at all. How might we
help individuals without a credit score establish credit?
When Bill Fair and Earl Isaac invented the credit score (FICO) in the 1950s, it changed the world of
credit forever. Today, a person’s ability to obtain financing, rent an apartment, get a cell phone, and
even get a job, can hinge on that score. And there’s a Catch 22 -- it’s actually easier to get a loan with
a bad credit score than with no credit score at all. That leaves a lot of young people out in the cold. At
the same time, credit unions recognize the need to reach out to younger members and cultivate
relationships that will ensure the movement survives and thrives into the future. Currently, the
average age of a credit union borrower is 50 years old, while the average credit union member is just
44.5.
We have an opportunity to address both of these dilemmas with The Great Credit Race. The concept
is deeply rooted in credit unions’ historical role as financial educators and their people helping people
ethos – both key differentiators between cooperative financial institutions and banks -- but thoroughly
now in its use of “gamification” as a motivator and a metric.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
The Great Credit Race tackles the credit conundrum by reaching out to young members who have yet
to establish any credit score, and asking them to participate in a novel online “race” with 20 of their
peers. At the starting line, each participant has a credit score of zero, a Visa® credit card with a $500
limit, and the goal to push their credit score as high as possible in six months. Throughout the race,
the sponsoring credit unions support the participants’ efforts with financial education aimed at
increasing their credit savvy and helping them to boost their credit score. The participant with the
highest credit score at the finish line wins $500.

PROTOTYPE
The Great Credit Race targets young adults, ages 18-25, without an established credit score (credit
rating of 0 or no rating at all). To participate, contestants must become a member of the sponsoring
credit union and, as part of the qualification process, must be determined to have the ability to make
the minimum monthly payment on a credit card with a $500 limit.
The concept works by employing gamification techniques that leverage people’s natural
competitiveness, along with their desire for achievement, status, self-expression, altruism and
closure. Though there’s just one grand prize winner at the end, everyone playing wins by establishing
good credit and increasing their financial knowledge.
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TEST
Two credit unions, represented by two members of the team, agreed to pilot The Great Credit Race in
their communities. Together, they collected a total of 46 race applications which yielded 15 qualified
contestants. The race is currently ongoing and can be followed online for both credit unions:
• Del Norte Credit Union - http://www.delnortecreditrace.com
• Dupaco Credit Union - http://www.dupacocreditrace.com
There are four key components to The Great Credit Race. Here’s how it’s done.
1. Qualifying Participants - The credit union may confine the contest to its own young members, or
use the Race as an opportunity to reach out to other young adults in its catchment area or Select
Employer Groups. However, every participant must be between the ages of 18 and 25 and be a
member of the sponsoring credit union.
Prospective racers will apply online to participate in the Race. To assure an even playing field, the
credit union will need to verify that each participant has a starting credit rating of 0 or no rating at all.
By law, the credit union must also verify that the participant has the capacity to make the minimum
monthly payment on the Visa credit card with a $500 limit, but length of employment and residence
should have no bearing on the approval. In addition to submitting the completed credit card
application, the contestants will be required to sign an agreement of the rules.
2. The Visa Card
The sponsoring credit union will issue a Visa credit card, with a $500 limit and a reasonable finance
rate, to each racer. We specify a Visa card, rather than an installment loan, to boost participants’
chances of increasing their credit scores. According to Fair Isaac (the creators of FICO) “Installment
loans require payment of the same amount month after month, so while the activity is predictive, it
isn’t as valuable to FICO scores as activity on revolving accounts.” In addition, and for the same
reason, a credit card provides greater opportunities for educating participants about personal finance.
And, assuming the racers learn to handle their credit well, the card will likely gain a permanent place
in the young member’s wallet.
To protect the sponsoring credit union, participants will be advised that if they miss a monthly
payment or exceed their credit limit, they will be expelled from the Race and the card will be pulled.
Once a predetermined number of contestants have been qualified – around 20 people is
recommended – the Visa cards are ordered, and the Race is on!
3. Race Logistics
To ensure that participants have sufficient time to establish the beginnings of a record of credit, the
Race will last for approximately six month (180 days). Racers are not instructed by the credit union on
how to use the card or where they can use it – only that they cannot miss a payment and they cannot
go over limit. This ensures that the Race is a real world learning experience, where credit card use
becomes a natural part of participants’ financial lives. To help them get off on the right foot, however,
the sponsoring credit union supplies financial education on the basics of debt and credit scores, as
well as the advantages of banking with a credit union on the Race website.
On the last day of each month, the credit union does a soft pull of each contestant’s credit score. This
will not adversely impact the racers’ scores, and won’t be used in determining the winner, but it does
provide checkpoints to monitor progress and motivate the racers.
4. Naming a Winner
The winner of The Great Credit Race will be the participant with the highest credit score on the 180th
day of the race, when the month-end credit scores are pulled for the last time. That winner will receive
the $500 grand prize deposited into their credit union account, and of course bragging rights!
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In the event there is a tie for first place, the leading participants will engage in a one-month run-off to
see who wins the grand prize.

RESULTS, COMMENTS, AND NEXT STEPS
Initial onboarding results
Del Norte Credit Union:
• 23 race applications
• 10 completed credit card applications
• 7 approved and ordered credit cards

Dupaco Credit Union:
• 23 race applications
• 9 not eligible due to existing credit scores
• 2 not eligible due to under age
• 8 approved and ordered credit cards

Credit Union Research
To ascertain the feasibility of a program such as The Great Credit Race among the broader
community of credit unions, we surveyed 145 credit union professionals about their institutions’
current practices and interest in lending to “no-FICO” borrowers. Detailed results appear in Appendix
A. Our more noteworthy findings are summarized here:
• An overwhelming majority of respondents (78.82%) currently engage in some form of “no-FICO”
borrower lending, with auto loans and personal loans as the leading products.
• A strong majority of these credit unions (66.96%) are flexible with the maximum loan
amount/credit they extend, basing their underwriting decisions heavily on employment and debtto-income.
• Among those that do not currently lend to this group, charge-off risk, lack of demand and – to a
lesser extent – examiner criticism were cited as their primary reasons. However, a large majority
(71.79%) would consider offering a lending program that would help this group build credit while
also protecting the credit union.
With these findings in mind, we think the credit union landscape is ripe for the creative, new approach
represented by The Great Credit Race. In addition, the program’s structure and safeguards make it a
very attractive option both for credit unions experienced in lending to those without credit scores and
those considering this type of lending for the first time.
Race Benefits
When we enroll participants in the Race, we’re doing far more than just handing them a piece of
plastic. Of course, there is the one-time $500 grand prize that goes to the winner, but the Race is also
about education, fun, learning, and networking. While six months is not very long, if they come out of
it with a decent score they will be set up to qualify for a better rate when they need their first car loan.
Equally important, by availing themselves of the financial education offered by the sponsoring credit
union, participants can gain a huge leg-up on their financial futures by learning how to use credit
wisely – in effect, “gaming” the credit scoring system!
By staging The Great Credit Race, credit unions have an opportunity to establish the first financial
relationship with the member-participants. And, there is anecdotal evidence that taking a chance on a
young person and giving them their first loan builds lifelong credit union loyalty. On a broader level,
the Race contributes to a more credit-savvy and credit-worthy member base and helps the
organization live up to its not-for-profit mission and obligation to operate in its members’ best interest.
Resources
Credit unions that stage The Great Credit Race receive comprehensive support to ensure the
program’s success. This includes a custom tailored website to recruit and engage participants and
monitor progress. The website template contains an official race application and details of the race,
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along with participant profiles, race rankings, and educational material about debt, credit scores and
the sponsoring credit union. Also included are official rules and legal advice regarding field of
membership for participants. Sponsoring credit unions are also provided with credit union driven
marketing and participant recruitment materials.
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ABOUT FILENE
Filene Research Institute is an independent, consumer finance think and do tank. We are
dedicated to scientific and thoughtful analysis about issues affecting the future of credit
unions, retail banking, and cooperative finance.
Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search for better ways to
understand and serve credit union members. Open inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate
are essential parts of the true democratic process. Since 1989, through Filene, leading
scholars and thinkers have analyzed managerial problems, public policy questions, and
consumer needs for the benefit of the credit union system. We support research, innovation,
and impact that enhance the well-being of consumers and assist credit unions and other
financial cooperatives in adapting to rapidly changing economic, legal, and social
environments.
We’re governed by an administrative board made up of credit union CEOs, the CEOs of
CUNA & Affiliates and CUNA Mutual Group, and the Chairman of the American Association
of Credit Union Leagues (AACUL). Our research priorities are determined by a national
Research Council comprised of credit union CEOs and the President/CEO of the Credit
Union Executives Society.
We live by the famous words of our namesake, credit union and retail pioneer Edward A.
Filene: “Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
Together, Filene and our thousands of supporters seek progress for credit unions by
challenging the status quo, thinking differently, looking outside, asking and answering tough
questions, and collaborating with like-minded organizations.
Filene is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization. Nearly 1,000 members make our research,
innovation, and impact programs possible. Learn more at filene.org.

“Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better!”
—Edward A. Filene
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